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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

C

Because it can house DESA and DSA while also providing the facilities necessary to support the arts 

program. Dance studios, orchestra rehearsal space, art studios, back stage/props production space 

and a theater to showcase the students would be great! Many classrooms at DSA are in need of 
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None

Fences, safety, cross keys es,hs Need to fund region 1 growth 

Removal of turf installation and sprinkler installation

Removing turf installation and lead-water testing if it has 

really been tested. Removing the Springkler installation if 

they are just about property (not people) protection. I 

support most of the other existing facility condition 

improvements and renovations. This is not necessary for the schools. 

Cross keys es and hs builds Cross keys been overcrowded a long time. 

Option 1C

none

Are you serious with this survey? You expect people to 

read the materials and remember the options? What 

online survey doesnâ€™t put the questions/options right 

in front of you??? How is this even valid? 

This is just a great example of the mismanagement that 

weâ€™ve come to expect from DCSD. Hereâ€™s what I do 

not support. I do not support giving DCSD any more money 

until 1) DCSD provides a full accounting of eSPLOST IV 

money including which projects were completed and 

which werenâ€™t and why. Just throwing out an $ overage 

amount and generally citing â€œconstruction costsâ€• 

doesnâ€™t cut it, 2) DCSD hires a strong, competent leader 

to replace Dr. Greene, 3) takes immediate action to 

remedy the financial controls concerns cited in the last 

state audit report, 4) shows the community a 

comprehensive plan to manage school overcrowding and 

growth in the northern part of the district, 5) provides a 

plan to address severe disrepair in the southern part of the 

district. 

While there is no doubt that funds are needed to complete all of the projects on DCSDâ€™s wish list, 

residents no longer trust DCSD with our money. There has been a very long history of revolving door 

leadership, financial mismanagement, and corruption in DCSD. Why should we trust that you will 

spend our taxpayer money wisely?turf installation--not central to academic function; $16 

million is an astonishing amount.

Lakeside addition--assume revised population projections 

are more accurate than prior projections see above

I support 103 and 215.

Dunwoody High School is horribly overcrowded and trailers are not acceptable solutions. Sprinklers 

should be installed and regularly maintained at all schools.

none

Agree with keeping security vestibules and not increasing 

size of lakeside

Security is a must in the modern time, lakeside community in general does not desire an increase in 

school size

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?

Move magnet or remove arts school Saves money

Addition of the sprinkler systems.

Our children's safety is the MOST important thing. It is INFURIATING that the school board would even 

consider prioritizing TURF FIELDS over SPRINKLER SYSTEMS INSIDE THE SCHOOL BUILDING. How is this 

even a question?

Funding for our schools.

Our children s education along with the institution of where they are housed for learning needs to be 

an environment equipped for them to focus solely on the academics.

I urge DCSD to provide a full accounting of what projects 

were completed in eSPLOST IV, which ones were not, and 

why.  We need a better sense of why we are so over 

budget. Just throwing out an overall overage figure and 

generally citing â€œbuilding costsâ€• is not sufficient. In 

addition, before the community can give DSCD more 

money, it must: 1) Find strong new leadership to replace 

Dr. Greene, 2) addressing the financial control issues that 

were cited in its last state audit, and 3) show the 

community a comprehensive plan to address school 

overcrowding and growth in the northern part of the 

district. 

It has been clear for quite some time that DCSD has deep mismanagement issues. We have had a 

revolving door of school superintendents, corruption, and financial inefficiencies and lack of financial 

controls. While there is no doubt that funds are desperately needed for our aging schools, residents 

no longer trust Dekalb to be good stewards of our money, especially during a leadership vacuum. We 

need better oversight of the school system and a clean house of competent professionals. 

i don't i don't

1. Moving the Magnet program from Chamblee to Cross 

Keys

2. Removing the Arts School from ESPLOST IV (to be 

funded with GO Bond or other future funding)

3. Removing the Lakeside High School Addition

4. Most of the rest of this is minutia and I'm not sure how 

you expect parents to give you a reasoned or informed 

answer.

1. Magnet programs are designed to be self-contained and housed in schools with low enrollment / 

trouble attracting high-quality students.  It does not make sense to build an *addition* to house a 

magnet program at a well-performing school that is facing over-crowding issues.  The arguments I 

have heard in favor of *keeping* the magnet program at it's current location have a very "us vs them" 

tone to them.  Given that all northside high schools are facing over-crowding, the magnet should be 

moved to the *new build* and/or the *poorest performing* of the northside high schools.  In either 

case, that is Cross Keys, not Chamblee.

2. Although I support the arts and understand that the DeKalb School for the Arts is a very popular 

Magnet program, I believe facilities improvements for this school should be secondary to facilities 

improvements at *neighborhood schools* with *set attendance boundaries*.  If parents choose to 

send their children to a magnet program with sub-par facilities, that is their choice.  Parents whose 

children are "stuck" in their home attendance zone should not have to face poor facilities as they 

have no choice for sending their child elsewhere  Or, put another way, facilities funds should 

*always* go to addressing critical needs at home/neighborhood schools *before* they go to 

addressing critical needs at magnet/charter schools.

3. The Lakeside High School Addition is still unpopular with many parents and members of that 

community.  Removing it from ESPLOST V will allow DCSD more time to evaluate other 

options/alternatives to the current proposal.  Or, if none exist, it will give DCSD more time to work 

with the community to understand and address their concerns related to the current proposal.  

Instead of currently proposed *additions* at Dunwoody, Chamblee, AND Lakeside; I wonder why the 

district is not considering building a *new* highschool that would address overcrowding at *ALL* of 

these schools without the need for (largely unpopular) additions/expansions.  If this is not a viable or 

practical option, I think DCSD needs to be explaining this to parents.  It does not make *logical* sense 

that this is not an option currently under consideration.I support funding the Arts School project in E-SPLOST V.  

However, I would like DCSD to assess and inform 

stakeholders on the cost of repairs/renovations at the 

current DSA site, and offer it as an alternative.  Since the 

I support those actions because the current DSA site is in need of urgent repairs/renovations.  Cost of 

repairs/renovations of current site should also be assessed and presented as an option to 

stakeholders.

Option 2, move forward with Arts School and add or 

increase budget

Dekalb School of the Arts is the top performing high school in Dekalb County and it has not received 

any meaningful capital support as it sits in a dilapidated building. The program can no longer 

withstand the challenges of leaks, broken HVAC, and completely neglected spaces. With that said, I 

am not in support of a K-12 environment from a programmatic standpoint, however e-splost is only 

addressing capital expenditures and I feel my hands are tied.

Option 1 Chamblee needs a high school.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?

I would like to make the K-12 comprehensive infeasible. 

The students are better served with two different schools,and it would be more cost effective to 

remodel DSA.

remove theLHSaddition from the SPLOST list 

the lot is too small, the access to the campus is limited - from only one side, enrollment is not as high 

as expected, classes will be too spread out with an additional building to change classes efficiently, 

compromised pedestrian safety with limited entrances and exits, security vestibule will be too small, 

not enough administrative and counseling spaces, no carpool, no separate parking for staff, nobody 

wants an expensive parking deck, not enough parking for school events, the library was just built in 

the last renovation - waste of taxpayer money to build another one, no teacher wants to live through 

another renovation with no parking, loud noises, smells, etc..., renovations are bad for students - loud 

noises, smells, disruptions, no parking, no work study, no dual enrollment, very limited parking, too 

little pet and athletic space, shared fields - teams have to travel to practice, giant schools are bad for 

kids - no sense of close-knit community, increased violence, lower achievement, county should have 

planned better and built a 3 or 4 story building

Cancel turf at all schools

Remove additions and Lakeside and Chamblee

Add fences and security vestibules to schools

Turf fields are a luxury 

Lakeside and Chamblee have already been expanded as far as possible without compromising safety, 

security, parental involvement, educational and extracurricular opportunities, etc....

Security for students and staff must be top priority

Removing LHS expansion from SPLOST V Project list Because LHS should not be expanded beyond its current capacity 

Combining Henderson and hawthorne

Improved traffic, more efficient school. Logistically, just a better idea instead of throwing money at 

maintenance upgrades.

I do not support any of the actions in step 1. You have the 

ability to sell very valuable land and reallocate money for 

the schools. Once the new Pleasantdale Elementary is 

finished, sell site of the former land for housing. Also sell 

the land proposed for the new Cross Keys On N. Druid Hills 

and take those dollars to be used to improve the existing 

Cross Keys and Lakeside High Schools.

I don't. The county is wasting money elsewhere and doesn't have control of its cost over-runs so 

programs shouldn't be cut until the school board can better manage its money.

Option 2. Chamblee had very recent upgrades and additions. The arts school improvements are needed now. 

Build a new school. DeKalb needs to show their commitment to funding the arts. It is long overdue.

CCHS addition. and NO LAKESIDE addition.

Lakeside needs to remain smaller, not larger.  The CCHS supports the magnet program and this should 

remain in CCHS.

NEITHER choice in step 1! 

 You are NOT looking at the overall effect to DeKalb and you are showing a preference for those who 

yell the loudest!  I am ashamed that you would even propose this!  Have someone actually go back 

through the School Assessments and bring back a better proposal to balance the E-SPLOST V budget.  

You oversold this in the beginning, you need to take a realistic view on where we are now as opposed 

to saying, I know I promised this and I am going to deliver this.  Regroup and try again.

Eliminating $4.5 for Hawthorne Elementary School and $7 

for combining both Elementary School It's not urgent

None of them Because your taking away additiona for Lakeside. 

Lakeside expansion Lakeside is overcrowded and also in dire need of more parking

None of them. I don't. They are stupid and have not been explained to stakeholders. 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?

I do not support combining Hawthorne and Henderson 

elementary schools or making lakeside bigger in 

population of study

I have a child in the school system and when I purchased my home, I specifically wanted lakeside hs. It 

has fallen in ranks in the 12 years Iâ€™ve been in my home. Itâ€™s too big

(216) Removing Lakeside HS addition;

(301,302, 211) removing all turf installation;

removing sprinkler installation (all)

I do not support an expansion of Lakeside HS because of limited land and traffic that already exceeds 

the capacity of Briarcliff Rd and Oak Grove Rd;

There are much more important facilities issues than turf (such as nonfunctional toilets at Hawthorne 

ES which serves many special needs students);

Most schools are built with block or concrete and have inherent fire suppression/containment 

qualities.

None of the above until those involved become fiscally 

responsible, ethical and accountable. 

None

* remove turf installation 

this is not focused on academics or safety and is unnecessary so should be cut

fence installation at 36 schools

security vestibules at 20 schools

I support the movement of the magnet program from 

Chamblee to the new Cross Keys HS to eliminate the need 

to expand Chamblee HS to accomodate this program.

This makes financial sense and drives investment in/expansion of a new project rather than 

continuing to expand an older facility.

Chamblee HS Addition Increased quality of education and reduced strain on commute

This is idiotic. If you want people to respond, provide the 

information HERE, even if it's summarized. I will go by 

what was contained in the email, and say that LHS does 

NOT need to be bigger. It's already too big. Bigger schools 

become more like prisons than schools, with "troubled 

kids" falling through the cracks, while good kids are 

treated in a preemptively punitive manner to prevent 

chaos. More reasonably sized schools make for better 

environments. Teachers who can actually form a proper 

English sentence would help, too. Any teacher using the 

phrase "On tomorrow" should be fired. It's ridiculous. 

A parking garage, preferably underground, but what's the likelihood of that, would be swell, 

considering we're in Atlanta where there's almost no public transportation and in a school system 

that has marginal bus service to begin with. My school had bus, a late bus, a late-late bus, etc., all of 

which would get you home (you might have to walk an extra block or two) at regular intervals until 

6:30pm. I have to collect my kids after school at least 3 days a week. What if I worked outside the 

home? What if I were a single parent? My kids would not be able to participate in any after-school 

activities. It's regressive. Our taxes go to the wrong things. We don't need Chromebooks -- most kids 

have computers at home. They should only be provided to those in need. We need more buses to get 

the kids to and from school without a parents having to drive them.

I support the fact that Chamblee and Lakeside do not get 

additions. HOWEVER, this does NOT mean I feel that the 

current suggested redistricting is acceptable. I think those 

schools should remain at under 2000 students, and 

another HS location created to help overcrowding.

I support the elimination of additions ONLY IF another HS location is created or LOGICAL redistricting 

occurs ALL ACROSS THE COUNTY. To continue to redistrict where closer students are bussed farther 

away, and students from 6+ miles are still attending is LUDICROUS.

All the reductions 

Move the magnet program

All the reasons cited for the reductions in the information meeting I attended at Lakeside just now 

made sense.

Moving the magnet program would free up budget for Lakeside HS enhancements

I do not support any new bonds at this time There are too many special interests, it's too complicated.

Remove lakeside funding No longer necessary 

Sprinkler system removal; smaller Cross Keys HS

Sprinkler system only salvages property. That money can be spent elsewhere. 

Larger Cross Keys addition means Hawthorne Elementary can receive renovations. 

Option 1 in its entirety.

This represents the most fiscally responsible option that yields the greatest benefit to the areas most 

in need.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?

Arts School It is only one I support based on enrollment needs.

NONE

I DO NOT SUPPORT ANY OF THE CURRENT OPTIONS AND WOULD LIKE TO SEE ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

EXPLORED AND PRESENTED

None

Fund the arts project as promised as soon as possible- if 

that is ESPLOST IV or V.  Move things around to do so. 

The current facility is inadequate for the needs and safety of these children. Changes must be made 

as soon as possible.

Do not support GO bonds for the alternatives listed.  The 

public input meetings that I attended for E-splost resulted 

in comments that were largely ignored.  The decisions 

apparently made for facilities planning for the northern 

end of the county appear to have been made by people 

with little or no knowledge or awareness of 

community/neighborhood appropriateness, traffic and 

transportation issues, and also ignored the promises that 

have been made - particularly for Doraville area - for 

seemingly decades.

What I can support is voting against an additional GO bond obligation.  Current administration has not 

demonstrated that they can properly plan and budget for a comprehensive facilities plan that 

addresses the real needs of the system.

Removal of Lakeside HS from the renovation list.

The Lakeside HS location is not fit for a larger school footprint and/or larger school populationadd Arts School

Dunwoody HS Addition

New ES for Cross Keys North

ERP/Finance/HR system

Region 1 needs capacity

Arts school is in horrible shape and needs update

None

I'm not sure I support any of it until I know you will be 

redistricting so that the underutilized schools are more 

balanced in attendees

Move magnet school to Cross Keys High School

Will help balance an already segregated North DeKalb, and given Cross Keys the needed renovations 

while keeping the magnet program in place.

I do think the Arts School needs to be delayed.

Because of the state of many of the buildings, I think resources need to be directed to a wider student 

population currently.

Proposal 1: no added funding

We have supported the County with the existing SPLOST and I see no need to add at this time, until 

the county shows it can control these projects

n/a

I do not support any action that requires a new GO bond due to the inability of the DCSD to 

appropriately manage the funds already available to it.   

None. 

You are idiots.  You proposed the latest Esplost without 

bothering to propose specific plans, you were 

warned/Informed/notified that such a move would backfire, it 

HAS now backfired in precisely the way you werenâ€™t warned. 

You cannot be trusted with one cent more. You should have 

built a new Perimeter area high school instead of the absurd 

game playing you did and continue to do. 

Not. One. Penny. More. Not until Greene and his lackeys are 

gone and replaced with a superintendent and staff with half a 

brain and who can at least undertake simple mathematics. See above. 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?

No GO bond

DCSD has a history of poor financial management and dishonest activity.  I believe the current funds are 

adequate and should be utilized honestly and frugally to meet student needs. I, simply, do not trust this group 

of individuals with additional funds. 

At this point, as a concerned citizen, parent, and resident in and 

of Dekalb county, I support no action other than concerning any 

and all dekalb county business to state and federal  agencies. 

Dekalb has proved itself incapable of operating on every level.  Itâ€™s schools, itâ€™s basic civil services, 

water, justice system, you have failed your citizens 

N/A N/A

Remove expansion of Lakeside HS. Remove sprinkler installation 

and keep turf. Remove he new art school

Lakeside is overcrowded, students should be redistributed to help offset the overcrowded classrooms. Quality 

of education needs to improve. The area is already overburdened with traffic. Increasing the size will also 

impact he marshland.

Removing sprinkler installation, less maintenance and cost for water bills,etc. monies saved should go to 

improving Quality Education 

None

Move the Magnet program from Chamblee to Cross Keys.  I also 

think we need to seriously consider a major redistricting effort 

with a shift across the entire county. Because it's logical.  It doesn't matter where the magnet program is and Chamblee needs the seats.  

Expanding lakeside 

The parking is a nightmare dropping of and picking my children is so bad and dangerous.becouse you have too 

many people is such a small area that traffic is backed up 

Anything safety and security related as well a facility 

improvements to help with overcrowding. They are critical for our childrens education

1. Remove Lakeside HS addition 1. The campus doesn't support the number of students, more traffic to the area

Do not expand CCHS or Lakeside.  Use money for arts school 

with auditorium that can host all DCSD graduations.  Move 

magnet program and other programs that take up seats in these 

schools.  Continue creative solutions like 9th grade academy for 

all of Region 1 at current Chamblee Middle School.

There isn't enough money.  Hard choices need to be made.  People who don't want additions have been clear 

about that.  However, redistricting isn't the only solution or isn't the entire solution.

E-Splost It's a fair way to pay for educational facilities.

I do not support the GO Bond I do not support the GO Bond

I think moving the magnet school from CCHS makes the most 

sense.  Many students come from a far distance to the magnet 

school and I think they will follow the school if it goes to Cross 

Keys.

Many students come from a far distance to the magnet school and I think they will follow the program if it 

goes to Cross Keys. Since that building is new construction, the plans could be altered for a lesser amount than 

trying to make an addition to an existing school.

None No support

None

Instead of building additions we need to building new schools to stay in line with the size guidelines that the 

District has already stated are best for everyone.  Bigger Middle Schools and High Schools are bad.

101,102,103, 216, 202,301,302,351, 361 Reduce unnecessary cost

Remove Lakeside HS Addition

DCSD has failed to consider Georgia state campus size guidelines, traffic challenges, watershed problems, lack 

of specific component scalabilities, and student safety, all of which would be affected adversely if the Lakeside 

addition were built.   There is no strategic plan for facilities at the district level or at the Lakeside HS level.  The 

feasibility study was a farce. 

None

None
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 1: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you support? And Why?

BALANCE E-SPLOST V BUDGET TO $561 M

Lack of leadership: Dr. Green is expected to leave by next summer. Many departments are being run by interim 

leaders who have limited vision and fail to provide a long-term plan for the school system. Strong leadership 

must be in place to oversee additional taxpayer funds prior to their collection.

â€¢ Lack of financial transparency: The 2017 financial audit contained material weaknesses that have yet to be 

solved. The Athletics department internal audit from October of 2017 found â€œgross non-compliance due to 

controls not being in placeâ€•. The 2018 procurement audit revealed a risk of liability exposure. We have not 

seen a 2018 audit even though we are in the 3rd quarter of 2019. A forensic audit, by an objective third-party 

firm, must be conducted of the athletics, food service, public safety, and procurement departments prior to 

any consideration of a bond.

â€¢ Lack of transparency on the GO Bond process: According to attendees from our community, including 

elected officials, GO Bond meetings were very confusing and provided no opportunity to answer the 

publicâ€™s questions. DCSD must develop greater trust with the community during the bond approval 

process.

â€¢ Lack of professional acumen in GO Bond construction estimates: Internal DCSD staff compiled the 

construction estimates, rather than using professional estimators. A construction management firm needs to 

be hired to manage the entire scope of the Go Bond work.

All of them.

No bond issue DeKalb County BOE has not proven competent to manage spending. 
None None
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

D

It would be a travesty to remove the arts school all together. So 

many benefits come from arts education when combined with 

traditional curriculum. The data is there to support arts in 

education.3lkw.,m2l.,2l3.,23l4k2,3m423k,m 
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All of them

Spending beyond existing eslpost budget

No new taxes; redustricring has not been done to fill existing seats 

in county and maximize all state subsidies.  Close schools and save 

$s.  

Move the magnet program

The magnet is an established program at Chamblee HS and the 

feeder school (Kittredge and Chamblee Middle) are located closeby. 

Moving it would result in disruptions to these kids education. Also 

children residing locally and teachers could possibly decide against 

moving to Cross Keys HS

I do not support any new construction. I would 

remove all of the new facilities and additions

The school system has thousands of empty seats, and needs to 

redistrict. It cannot maintain the facilities it has already, as seen by 

the poor condition of Cary Reynolds elementary. I would like to see 

a focus on redistricting in a fair way (use a computer algorithm) so 

you more effectively use the facilities you have. Fix those up. 

Expanding Chs, dhs, lhs, Pcms

And everything else not in existing budget.  

Redistricting needs to happen. Not another expansion.  Build a new 

school in doraville for long term.  Short term redistricting for fall 

2020 enrollment and push students in existing schools with 

capacity.  Close underenrolled schools and maximize state funds.  

I disagree with building a new school to combine 

Hawthorne and Henderson Mill ES

Larger elementary schools do not serve our children well. Also, 

Hawthorne ES is situated inside a residential neighborhood. A larger 

school would significantly impact quality of life in neighborhood.

all too little explanation

I have no idea what the proposed actions are 

because I donâ€™t have them in front of me. But 

in the report I read, the questions seemed very 

leading and there was very little context as to 

why you were presenting these options in the 

first place. 

This process is ridiculous. DCSD should not be forcing parents to get 

in the weeds to prioritize projects. You should not just present a 

laundry list of projects and pit one against each other. Parents 

arenâ€™t equipped to do that! DCSD needs to take a step back and 

provide a full accounting of eSPLOST IV, help parents understand 

why it went over budget and let people know our options moving 

forward. And give parents a good reason to trust the district. So far, 

we have none. 

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

I need to understand why we would remove 

sprinker systems and lead in water set aside. see above

The #1 action I do NOT support is # 214. 

A new Cross Keys High School should not be built for more than $30-

$40 million. Build a functional school without the design elements 

that drive the cost up to $100 million. Build a plain, vanilla school 

that is not a monument to the designer, architect, engineer, builder, 

and everyone else who is not a student at the building.

None

I disagree with the removal of plumbing and ADA 

upgrades for restrooms

I think we must prioritize the removal of lead from the old schools 

and ADA upgrades are essential to the dignity of the disabled 

individuals.  

Remove projects These schools are over capacity

Prioritizing turf over sprinklers. See prior explanatory response. ARE YOU KIDDING ME?

you all need to do better with what you have because you are not good steward of what you have got in the pass 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

1. That removal of the Art School and Chamblee 

HS Addition are currently proposed as "either, 

or".  I think they should *both* be removed.

2. Dunwoody HS Addition remains under all 

scenarios

3. Removal of added parking spots at 10 schools

1.  As mentioned in Q1, I believe that *both* the Art School *and* 

the Chamblee HS addition projects should be removed from 

ESPLOST V.  Regarding the art school, I believe that facilities 

upgrades at magnet/charter schools should *always* come after 

needed upgrades to home/neighborhood schools.  Regarding the 

Chamblee HS addition (a) I think it would be better to move the 

Magnet program to Cross Keys and (b) I think expanding Dunwoody, 

Chamblee, and Lakeside are *ALL* misguided projects given that 

these are largely contiguous school zones that could have their 

overcrowding issues addressed with building a single *NEW* high 

school.

2. As mentioned in Q1 (and directly above), I think expanding 

Dunwoody, Chamblee, and Lakeside are *ALL* misguided projects.  I 

would like to see the district explore building a *NEW* northside 

high school to alleviate over crowding.  If this is not a practical 

option due to new construction vs renovation costs, unavailability 

of suitable land, state funding formulas, or other considerations 

*this needs to be explained to parents*.  The Dunwoody addition is 

unpopular (as is the Lakeside addition), and it just feels like there is 

a better way to tackle increased enrollment on the north end of the 

district. 

3.  Although I think this is one of those minutia topics you should 

not be getting parent feedback on, I support the parking additions 

at 10 DCSD schools.  As a parent in the Druid Hills Cluster, all the 

I do not support waiting for approval of the GO 

bond to fund the Arts School.

I do not support it because the current DSA site is in need of urgent 

repairs/renovations.
I do not support waiting for a GO Bond on the 

projects

The Dekalb County taxpayers are not likely to support a GO Bond 

after the way the E-Splost projects have been handled.

Option 2 The schools are not needed.

Holding it over to another E-SPLOST. DSA students deserve better now. 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

Removing Hawthorne from the capital 

improvements list

The data (2018 soft FCA scores) used to remove Hawthorne from 

this list doesn't reflect the poor condition of the bathroom and 

HVAC.  Twice in SPLOST 4 and 5, the school system has 

recommended that the plumbing, bathroom fixtures, and HVAC be 

replaced.  It makes no sense to remove them from the 

improvements list again.  If the system is $100 million over budget, 

why tear down Hawthorne and build a $34 million school for 900 

students, when you could replace systems at Hawthorne for $4.5 

million and at Henderson Mill for $7 million?  The neighborhood 

can't handle the additional traffic from a 900 seat school.  Parents 

don't want a 900 seat school. Hawthorne is an architecturally 

significant historic mid entry modern building, designed by John 

Portman.  Only an idiot would tear it down.  Fix the bathrooms and 

HVAClike you recommended and promised for years.  They should 

have been replace in 1991 at the end of their service life.

Removing Hawthorne from the Capital 

Improvements list

Increasing the size of the Dunwoody addition

Hawthorne has been recommended for Capital Improvements by 

DCSD staff and approved for expenditures by the BOE twice in 

SPLOST IV AND V.  They still have their original 1961 plumbing, 

bathroom fixtures, and HVAC.  They need to remain on the list. The 

2017 â€œsoftâ€• FCA scores are inaccurate.

Dunwoody has already been expanded. Put that money towards a 

new Doraville high school.

I support NONE of them

The entire process has been totally mismanaged from the 

beginning.  All projects should be put on hold until a comprehensive 

facilities strategic plan is completed by a 3rd party and used to to 

redefine what is best to support quality education at each school.

Cutting Lakeside renovations

The school has been ignored and it is in one of the most desirable 

communities in the county. 

Chamblee addition

Chamblee just had a complete renovation. Arts school is needed 

more. 

Renovation Let's not put lipstick on a pig and call it cute.

Both

 You are NOT looking at the overall effect to DeKalb and you are 

showing a preference for those who yell the loudest!  Have 

someone actually go back through the School Assessments and 

bring back a better proposal to balance the E-SPLOST V budget.  You 

oversold this in the beginning, you need to take a realistic view on 

where we are now.  Regroup and try again.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

Eliminating the $25 M Lakeside building addition, 

parking garage, and turf field, which may be 

added back in the future

LSH has too many students and over crowd. High school students 

are critical in their final stage of K-12. It is very important growth 

period for their academically, physically. So, LSH building addition is 

urgently. The parking garage and turf field may be delayed to be 

consider in future round. 

Eliminating Lakeside additions. Because the school is overcrowded as it is. 

I do not support building a new school and 

combining Hawthorne and Henderson Mill into 1 

large school.  

Hawthorne and Henderson Mill each have unique educational 

opportunities and cultures.  Combining these two schools does not 

make sense.  Please don't mess up and change something that is 

working.  Our focus should be on what is best for our students.  This 

is not what is best for our students!  There is no way the 

neighborhood could handle the kind of traffic this combined huge 

school would bring.  Please renovate the existing buildings and let 

us continue to have 2 good schools. 

364 Hawthorne ES Renovations

The facilities at Hawthorne are in desperate need of update and 

should not be dependent on the *hope* of a future 

expansion/rebuild effort, which I am also opposed to.  

All of them. Because if the bond doesn't pass, you have gone over the cliff. 

Removal of (364) Hawthorne ES renovations;

All "INCREASE PROJECT BUDGET" items;

Arts School

Hawthorne ES (364) has been slated for upgrades in E-SPLOST 3, 4 

and 5 and continues to be ignored. The HVAC and plumbing systems 

are original to 1961. The HVAC reached the end of its lifespan in 

1991, 28 years ago. Special needs students endure anxiety, digestive 

distress and sensory overload from backed up toilets and non-

functioning plumbing in bathrooms. This school DESPERATELY needs 

these upgrades, which should have been in the regular budget 30 

years ago. This should have been part of a standard maintenance 

schedule, which would represent very basic stewardship of DCSD 

facilities.

I do not support adding projects or increasing existing projects until 

the budget is balanced. It is underhanded to propose adding items 

in Step 1 when the District is already $100 million over budget. It 

also represents an increase in scope to E-SPLOST 5, which the voters 

do not have opportunity to review.

I do not see a need or desire for an Arts School.

Go bond for sure Fix what we have
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

Increasing the budget for the new Cross Keys 

High School while also reducing the scope

The Cross Keys building is already FAR beyond the cost of any other 

new high school. There is NO REASON for such a massively overly 

inflated budget for that school while other schools are falling apart. 

I need to understand more about the proposed 

"Arts School".  Also need to look hard at 

elimination of Lakeside parking deck - this 

continues to put a lot of stress on neighboring 

streets as there is a severe lack of parking on the 

small site.

Not sure about need for a school focused on arts.  This would seem 

to be better served by the private community, not a government 

duty to provide.

Removal of chamblee HS addition Reduced quality of education and increased strain on commute

Larger schools. TURF fields for sports. Enough 

with the sports. There's already plenty of funding 

for sports. Fund the arts -- they do more for a 

kid's future. Buy better lab equipment, better 

textbooks, books for English class. Already told you.

I DO NOT support the fact that the Arts school 

will remain as is. That is a gem of Dekalb County 

and needs to be fully renovated or moved to a 

new facility, or something.

The Arts school continues to produce amazing students with 

excellent academics. It is the ONLY choice school in Dekalb that 

actually targets a specified diverse population. I do not have any 

students attending, nor will my students attend. But I know 

excellence when it exists and that school deserves to have a new 

facility or full renovation. Let's keep our successful schools 

SUCCESSFUL rather than destroying everything.

The removal of the Lakeside HS enhancements

The removal of Turf installation

As the booster club president for both swim & dive and for soccer, I 

can objectively say that no other 7A school we compete against has 

such pitiful conditions. We are a laughing stock and this should not 

be.

Please propose something that is 

comprehendible to the average person Too many options

Do not support decreasing badly needed 

Hawthorne elem funding 

Hawthorne elem does not need to be rebuilt or combined â€”-

simply give us the money needed to improve facilities as budgeted 

which is much cheaper than $34 million 

Removal of Hawthorne from facility 

improvements 

We do not want a mega campus in our neighborhood. We canâ€™t 

handle the traffic and like our inclusionary model which would be 

hard to continue in a large school. Our bathrooms and HVAC are in 

dire need of repairs. Children are not going to the bathroom all day 

because the smell makes them gag. 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

I do not support Option 2. 

The Arts School is a lofty project that should be undertaken when 

the broader educational needs of the county's students are being 

met, a healthy budget and reserve established, and can be 

undertaken with no bond.

Rebuilding and combining Hawthorne and 

Henderson Mill Elementary Schools. Additions  to 

Peachtree middle school and Lakeside High 

School. 

The small neighborhood streets around Lakeside high school, 

Hawthorne Elementary school, and Henderson Mill elementary 

school are saturated with school traffic and should not be expanded 

to include a higher number of students.

SEE PREVIOUS COMMENTS SAME AS ABOVE

All

You have mismanaged funds. We no longer believe you. We do not 

want Hawthorne expanses. Traffic is awful through the 

neighborhood. 600 more families driving heir children would 

destroy our neighborhood.

I do not support the removal of Hawthorne ES or 

Fairington ES from the renovation list.

I know that Hawthorne ES is in desperate needs of HVAC and 

plumbing renovations (at a minimum). Removing this school (and 

probably Fairington ES, but I have no direct knowledge of that 

school) will directly impact students negatively. Even if another 

option was given, these chlildren are dealing with learning in 

crumbling buildings right now and something must be done.

remove funding for Peachtree MS addition I do not believe the PCMS student population 5 year planning 

estimates 

All

REDISTRICT!!  The band aids (with the exception 

of the sprinklers and other safety/security items) 

won't work until you rebalance the student 

population better!!

Funding ERP/Finance/HR System

We do not need to be funding with our additional tax dollars any 

more administrative overhead. This needs to be redistributed from 

working funds in the administrative budget, which is already 

representing a disproportionate amount of the school systems 

budget. All SPLOST funds should go into direct investments into the 

schools.

If Hawthorne ES may be combined then I do not 

see the need for renovations.

If Hawthorne ES will be rebuilt or combine then resources should go 

towards that.

n/a

I do not support any action that requires a new GO bond due to the 

inability of the DCSD to manage the funds already available to it.  
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

I do NOT support any action that purports to 

â€œbalanceâ€• the Esplost. I do NOT support any 

action that seeks one more penny.  Period. See item 1 - you are idiots. 

GO bond See previous answer

N/A N/A

Removal of Hawthorne ES improvements 

Donâ€™t move Chamblee charter magnet 

program

School has been passed up before and is in need of renovations 

Magnet students benefit from the added extracurricular activities 

offer at the current facility which they may not have access to at a 

smaller school. In addition, there are a greater selection of classes 

and areas of study.

I can't support anything until we look at 

redistricting.

I support all actions, however, some have higher 

priority. NA

Lakeside addition

Footprint for school is too small.  Consider 9th grade academy for 

Lakeside too.  Maybe at CMS or with Cross Keys.

GO or any other bond or tax.

Too much of the burden would fall on property owners who already 

pay a disproportionate share of school expenses.

I do not support the GO Bond

Because DCSD has terrible audit results for many years including a 

multitude of Significant Deficiencies and Material Weaknesses. I do 

not trust DCSD to manage any funds properly. 

I do not support a smaller Cross Keys High School 

because the school may find itself in an overcrowding 

situation again in the near future.

Overcrowding at Cross Keys was, as far as I know, one of the main reasons 

the E-SPLOST was brought to voters.  It doesn't make sense to reduce the 

scope of that project because the school may find itself in an 

overcrowding situation again in the near future.

All of them I dot support anything DCSD does

Remove the Arts School.

Remove All additions

Keep Turf Installation and Sprinkler installation We need to keep schools smaller.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 2: Which proposed actions in step 1 do you not support? And Why?

212, 602?,605?,401?,402?

I think it is more cost-efficient to move KMS to the new Cross Keys HS thus 

reduce the need to construct Chamblee HS addition. I am not sure what 

602, 605, 401, 402 include specifically and whether these expenses are 

necessary, but I am for less spending in administration/central office, but 

more spending on schools, students, and teachers. 

(no selection)

All

All No Go. 

none none

I do not support issuing any GO bonds.

Same answer. DeKalb County BOE has not proven competent to handle 

the spending. 

All All
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments
23l;.2,4ml23.,4,m32;l.,43,2ml4.,23,4;l2.,34mk2 

3.4m23l;43m2l;.,32l;4.,24234l2k3m,4l2k3,42l3k4m23;4lk,.23m;l32k,

;le,;e,rl./rml;we,.rmlw.r,mer;mr23l;,.rm23;lm23;l42m34;l2.3,,m2;l.,4

32l;k4m23l;42m3l;4.,32;l.,23l;4.,32,4l3,.2mm4l 

Chs, dhs, PCMS, lakeside  additions â€” need to redistrict.  Remove 

$5 million Dcsc salary inc and $13 million program consultant.  

Remove arts schoolâ€” optional and elitist if we canâ€™t afford non 

moldy buildings and portables.  

Donâ€™t add onto oovercapacity dhs, lhs, chs, PCMS without 

redistrcting    The common areas can not support the extra growth.  

If you remove the new construction, I think the short-fall would be 

fixed. 

10mn in instruments.  $5 mm salaries and $13 consultant costs.  

Renovations of small es that should be closed and consolidated.  

It would be better to redistrict than try to expand Chs, dhs, lhs. 

These 3 communities just had expansions.  

all

It seems ridiculous to spend $70 million on an Arts School for 350 

students. 

You havenâ€™t told me why we need to spend $70 million on that 

school.
ERP systems--total of $12mm--why are these needed?

Need explanation of huge increase in security

$18 mm for management of projects--$5mm for DCSD salary--new 

positions? benefits?--and $13 million for consultants. I don't 

understand why at least project managers aren't built into project 

costs. And if we eliminate projects in step one, why don't these 

amounts go down? see above

None

Reduce the size of the bus purchase and music instruments to free 

up money for hvac and roof repairs

The buildings are in very bad shape leaking roofs and failed AC 

perhaps used buses can be purchased rather than brand new.  

Arts school Niche need for one area.

all

not what go for the student if you want to do something build 

clarkston a new school 

Question 3: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the District consider 

removing? And Why?
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 3: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the District consider 

removing? And Why?

1. Dunwoody HS Addition

2. *Both* the Art School *and* The Chamblee HS Addition 

3. Technology (K-5)

1. As mentioned in Q1 and Q2, I think expanding Dunwoody, 

Chamblee, and Lakeside are *ALL* misguided projects.  I would like 

to see the district explore building a *NEW* northside high school to 

alleviate over crowding.  If this is not a practical option due to new 

construction vs renovation costs, unavailability of suitable land, 

state funding formulas, or other considerations *this needs to be 

explained to parents*.  The Dunwoody addition is unpopular (as is 

the Lakeside addition), and it just feels like there is a better way to 

tackle increased enrollment on the north end of the district. 

2. As mentioned in Q1 and Q2, I believe that *both* the Art School 

*and* the Chamblee HS addition projects should be removed from 

ESPLOST V.  Regarding the art school, I believe that facilities 

upgrades at magnet/charter schools should *always* come after 

needed upgrades to home/neighborhood schools.  Regarding the 

Chamblee HS addition (a) I think it would be better to move the 

Magnet program to Cross Keys and (b) I think expanding Dunwoody, 

Chamblee, and Lakeside are *ALL* misguided projects given that 

these are largely contiguous school zones that could have their 

overcrowding issues addressed with building a single *NEW* high 

school.

3. From the information provided, it is difficult for me to tell exactly 

what technology upgrades are planned as part of ESPLOST V.  

However, I have *serious concerns* about how technology is being 

used by DCSD in the K-5 curriculum.  I do not feel that my daughter's 

Turf installation and parking additions.

Looking at structural issues and overcrowding issues, these fall to 

my lowest priorities.

None None

The additions at Chamblee and Dunwoody should be removed and a 

new Doraville High School for Sequoia MS should be built instead.

Chamblee was rebuilt and Dunwoody was expanded a few years 

ago.  Don't ruin two perfectly good schools by cramming more 

classrooms on those campuses.  Build a new Doraville area high 

school.  It should be faster, cheaper, and less disruptive to build a 

new high school at a separate location, than to expand a school with 

students and teachers working through the year.

Remove the K-12 Arts School

Remove the new Cross Keys from the Briarcliff site

We donâ€™t need a K-12 Arts School

Cross Keys belongs in Brookhaven.  Build it there.

All See prior answer

Don't build a new Cross Keys.

The land is more valuable. Focus on improving the existing Cross 

Keys versus building a new facility.

No comment Na

Remove the consideration to combine Henderson Mill and 

Hawthorne Elementary schools.

These schools should be renovated and remain active. Both schools 

offer programs such as STEAM and inclusive classroom experiences. 

It would be a disservice to the area to combine.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 3: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the District consider 

removing? And Why?

Chamblee HS Addition, Dunwoody HS Addition, Security Vestibules, 

any new elementary schools

Get district lines corrected, work with the new cities in relation to 

schools, consider splitting DeKalb and Think smarter about security 

at schools 

7 m combined schools

kids are small and two schools are located in the residential area. 

They are very convenient to the parents. 

Vehicles for administrators.

Band instruments. 

Cedar Grove Auditorium They are wasteful.

Fixing Hawthorne bathroom and HVAC It is unnecessary 

(602) Program Contingency

(606) Revenue Reserve

(214) New Cross Keys HS

Why should we more than double our Program Contingency and add 

a Revenue Reserve? Is this to support and compensate for poor 

planning?

(214) A new, smaller Cross Keys HS that costs more than the original 

larger size and is located in an over-crowded traffic area does not 

made sense. Seems like we are spending more, not actually meeting 

the need, and exacerbating an already heavy-trafficked area.

Go bond Cannot account for monies 

The Arts school

Let's focus on making quality schools across the board and not 

creating another specialized magnet program. 

Argh, what are the projects? I'm tired of clicking through that silly 

website. Just list the projects HERE. I didn't.

Honestly, I feel the artificial turf could be eliminated for now. I hate 

it for the athletics departments, but I can see removing that for 

now. Although the way the details are presented, I can't tell if 

Option 1 removes the turf? Or only the red items are removed? In 

any case, that's something that could go. Also the Dunwoody 

addition needs to go because it falls into the fact that we need 

another high school to serve Regions 1 and 2.  

It's just not as mandatory as some of the safety and security 

measures. We can keep the fields halfway decent for now, while 

taking care of some of the NEEDS for our students. 

The only thing I am certain of is we don't need a Chamblee HS 

Magnet School. Those seats could address crowding in Chamblee, 

Dunwoody, Lakeside. Magnet programs have no place in schools 

that need seats. Move these to a school with open classrooms. 

Chamblee problem is the Magnet program, other schools problems 

are redistricting that should happen.

N/a N/a

Additions to Chamblee high school and freedom.

By the districts own admission, projected enrollment numbers do 

not support expansions at these schools.  Redistricting could address 

overcrowding. Additions should be stopped in areas where the 

neighborhood cannot support the traffic. Plan should include 

Building a new Northside high school on a suitable piece of property 

that can support the traffic and parking needs.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 3: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the District consider 

removing? And Why?

ALL ADDITIONS SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM CONSIDERATIONS 

AND ALL SAFETY PROJECTS SHOULD BE THE ONLY PRIORITY!!

COMMON SENSE MANAGEMENT - IT APPEARS WE ARE DECIDING 

SPRINKLER SYSTEM IN THE SAME BREATH AS SCHOOL ADDITIONS 

AND FOOTBALL FIELDS!  THIS DOESN'T SEEM PRACTICAL ON THE 

SURFACE.

Do not combine Henderson Mill ES and Hawthorne ES. It is cheaper 

to fix both buildings. It is cheaper to fix buildings than build new ones.

Addition to Chamblee High School,including moving magnet.

Demonstrably, moving a magnet is unrealistic.  Establishing an 

additional magnet would be the viable alternative.  Why is 

administration so focused on a plan for CCHS that will overload the 

available site, and execute a plan to the detriment of one of the best 

performing schools in the system.

Anything to do with building or renovating district offices or 

increasing salaries of administration (NOT teachers) should be 

removed until all of the projects that have been promised and 

directly impact students are addressed and paid for.

Anything to do with building or renovating district offices or 

increasing salaries of administration (NOT teachers) should be 

removed until all of the projects that have been promised and 

directly impact students are addressed and paid for.

The district should save money through redistricting. 

What is the $13M in consultants?  You need to redistrict to 

rebalance and you would find that beyond safety/security items 

(fencing, sprinklers, mold & water remediation) you may have a 

better view on what additions and such are really needed.

Quit expanding high schools, it is not solving the problem. Buy land 

and build a new high school in the Doraville/Chamblee/Tucker area. 

This is a more efficient method of resolving overcrowding than 

temporary costly additions that do not address the bigger problem.

These small additions aren't really solving anything. Redirect high 

school addition funds to buying land for a new high school. (What 

about Northlake Mall?!?)

All additions to CCHS, Dunwoody and Lakeside in favor of a new, 

smaller high school in the north region.  This should not be read to 

mean support for any other particular program.  

Because the north region needs more, smaller high schools to meet 

the needs of students, not mega schools on properties that cannot 

support them.  

None Utilize the current funds to implement the projects

None. You should all be forced to resign and / or be arrested.

Seriously, we need ideas that come from citizenry who are invested 

in the county and not the nepitistic proceeds

N/A N/A

New arts school

He county has several areas of land and abandoned building they 

should either SELL or redeveloped before considering buying new 

land and new construction. There are more economical ways to 

utilize what the county already has. Look at the area on North Druid 

Hills that sits abandoned 

None, they need to better manage their budget. They should not remove anything.
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 3: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the District consider 

removing? And Why?

I think moving the charter program from CCHS to Cross Keys is best. I do not trust DCSD to properly manage and report its finances. 
I don't have insight into the state of many schools in the district 

other than my own, so I cannot speak to that.  I am curious what the 

13,000,000 revenue reserve is?

All of them No options are worth comsidering

(no selection)

All

DCSD needs to get there current spending under control before 

being given any new funds to waste. 

None

None None

Lakeside HS additions DeKalb BOE is incompetent and would mishandle the project. 
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments
2342l4.,2ml 

,23ml.,43m2l4k,.2m4l3.,2.4ml32.,

4m23l.4,23l4.,23m4l;23,.4m2l34   

4;2l34,l43  e mr r w wel,.weml ., 

mlw.ml.r,wem,rwr,.,we.rl,.w;rl,.werl.,wel.,e,rl.;rl.,rlw., 

rlw.,wl.,lr.,3.r,l.,23,ml23.,m23l.,23,mle,.23mk,23,ml23,mlk,.23mlm3l 
Need to redistrict into the new es 

in the district and close under 

capacity ones insteadof 

renovating  more.  Spend within your means. 

remove arts school addition costs  

Eliminate and consolidate.

Reduce all portables costs by 

redistricting now.  Save money and redistrict.  

all

I canâ€™t answer this question 

without the presentation in front 

of me. This survey is terrible. 

CONSIDER FIELDING A NEW 

SURVEY THAT PARENTS CAN 

ACTUALLY REACT TO. 

To ask parents to answer a survey without presenting the 

information and options IN THE SURVEY is TOTALLY POINTLESS. 

#s 221, 222, and 223.

All 3 schools could be built with a budget reduced by at least 50%. 

Again, build functional schools, not monuments to design, and save 

the taxpayers and the school district $50 million. Choose one basic 

design and build it at all 3 sites.

None
Consulting fees and HR program 

costs

Consulting costs are excessive .  HR costs should be from normal 

school budget

Cedar high school turf Not critical to education

all if not new for the student not good planning

Question 4: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should 

the District consider reducing? And Why?
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 4: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should 

the District consider reducing? And Why?

N/A

My concerns in this area have been sufficiently addresses in other 

questions.

Reduce the scope of the 

Peachtree MS addition Seems like a possible compromise.

None None

Reduce or eliminate the $10 

million for musical instruments.  I 

don't know about building 

projects.  How are citizens 

supposed to know about all the 

projects in the different schools 

throughout the district.  Most 

people barely. Know about 

schools in their neighborhoods, 

that their children attend.  

I think $10 million on musical instruments is too much.  Why is that 

part of SPLOST and not the general budget? Pay someone in the 

district office to write grants for instruments and get donations 

from metro-Atlanta musicians and entertainers.  It's ridiculous to 

spend that much money on instruments when kids are in trailers, 

teachers are on carts, schools have broken HVAC, and and 50+ year 

old toilets.  I don't know about building projects.  How are citizens 

supposed to know about all the projects in the different schools 

throughout the district.  Most people barely. Know about schools in 

their neighborhoods, that their children attend.   needs to do a 

better job of evaluating school conditions and planning for facilities 

needs to serve the children of DeKalb.

Musical instruments

Musical instruments do not belong in SPLOST.  Hire a grant writer to 

get money for music programs, or ask people in the music industry 

to donate.

No comment Na

Lakeside High addition

Tech:  ERP/Finance/HR System

New Software is not going to detect, theft, mismanagement or 

corruption currently going on in DeKalb Schools 

LSH parking garage and turf field class room building is more critical issue right now. 

I don't know
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 4: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should 

the District consider reducing? And Why?

Same answers as projects to 

remove:

(â€‹602) Program Contingency

(606) Revenue Reserve

(214) New Cross Keys HS

Same reasons as projects to remove:â€‹

Why should we more than double our Program Contingency and 

add a Revenue Reserve? Is this to support and compensate for poor 

planning?

(214) A new, smaller Cross Keys HS that costs more than the original 

larger size and is located in an over-crowded traffic area does not 

made sense. Seems like we are spending more, not actually meeting 

the need, and exacerbating an already heavy-trafficked area.

The entire list needs revisiting as 

it applies to building new schools 

until we redistrict across the 

ENTIRE COUNTY. But we need a 

high school within 2 miles of each 

student. This is already in 

existence except for the area near 

Doraville, and the area near 

Arabia Mountain (because that's 

a choice school). 

The District needs to go back to the drawing board, eliminate the 

Region lines and bias, and just redistrict based on HIGH SCHOOL 

FIRST. Then elementary school (for community feel). Middle schools 

should be last resort and can be spit, whatever. Those years are not 

shown to be very effective in any district, anywhere. So let's just 

aim for what we can do well. Elementary schools at the community 

level, and High Schools at the community level. 

Fund the improvements most 

necessary for safety, renovate or 

replace the older schools then 

make the most of what we have. 

No need for an expensive Art 

School 

We need to have state of the art trade programs if we are really 

going to have students who are really going to succeed. I don't think 

I saw anything about that (look at what Cobb is doing)

N/a N/a

SEE PREVIOUS COMMENTS SEE PREVIOUS COMMENTS

Any project listed for which the 

existing facilities have excess 

capacity.
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 4: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should 

the District consider reducing? And Why?

Anything to do with building or 

renovating district offices or 

increasing salaries of 

administration (NOT teachers) 

should be removed until all of the 

projects that have been promised 

and directly impact students are 

addressed and paid for.

Anything to do with building or renovating district offices or 

increasing salaries of administration (NOT teachers) should be 

removed until all of the projects that have been promised and 

directly impact students are addressed and paid for.

renovations on any underutilized 

school unless you redistrict them 

to be more at capacity

Leave CCHS ALONE!!!  It works, 

somehow, in spite of Greene and 

Johnson and the Board. Leave. It. 

Alone. Do not jam mot middle 

schools there (the only one with a 

split feed now as I understand 

it!). Do not â€œadd on,â€• do not 

mess with the Magnet Program. 

Stop meddling with Ms Barnes 

and let her hire who she wants 

rather than jamming down her 

throat teacher rejects from other 

schools.  

None See previous answer

Please quit your jobs

N/A N/A

Management support. This does not directly effect the children
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 4: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should 

the District consider reducing? And Why?

I am torn between making any 

new schools or additions state of 

the art vs. making them budget 

projects to make the money go 

farther.  I understand the idea of 

"you only get one chance to build 

a new school" so we should make 

it top notch.  However, there are 

teachers without classrooms and 

students eating lunch in hallways.  

Consider what are essentials for 

all students in DCSD and focus on 

those instead of nice to have.  I 

would consider safe practice 

fields for all student athletes to 

be an essential, not a "nice to 

have."

N/A N/A

All No support for DCSD.  DCSD needs to be dissolved

(no selection)

All

None

None None
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Response Comments
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Add a doraville high school. And a perimeter high 

school.  

Because by building a doraville ha you will save construction head 

aches at 3-4 high school populations and communities that have all 

just gone through one expansion.  
Anything related to routine and preventive 

maintenance. The school district needs to start 

budgeting for the entire lifecycle cost of buildings. 

Don't just keep building more buildings that you're 

not going to maintain. 

Build a high school in Doraville to accommodate 

region 1 growth.  

Region 1 is growing and there is no long term plan to truly handle 

the growth.  That doesnâ€™t put lipstick on a pig.  

none

We need an answer to overcrowding in the 

northern part of the country at both the 

elementary and high school levels. We not only 

need at least one or two new elementary schools, 

we need a new high school in the area as well.

The schools in the northern part of the county are terribly 

overcrowded and yet I donâ€™t see DCSD offering a viable solution 

to it at all. Where is the overcrowding plan to manage current and 

future growth???

None.

None
I think kitredge is a gem for the whole district and 

should get facility repairs, oak grove need facility 

repairs, along with hawthorne

Many of these buildings are 40 years old or more and are simply 

dilapidated 

Dunwoody addition Way overcrowded

new practice fields for the football should not

N/A

My concerns in this area have been sufficiently addresses in other 

questions.

none n/a

Chamblee HS Relieve pressure from surrounding schools.

Question 5: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the district 

consider increasing? And Why?
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 5: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the district 

consider increasing? And Why?

Spend more on a new high school in region 1 and 

redistrict.

It was stupid for the school system to recommend the SPLOST 

option to the BOE.  They are mostly clueless and tend to approve 

whatever stupid. Program the school staff recommend without 

questioning the, or doing their research.  Then they have a big hissy 

fit on tv about not getting emails or requested information.  The 

school system messed up by not building a new Doraville area. High 

school.  You chose the cheap option, and now you're $100 million 

dollars short.  I hope the citizens of DeKalb aren't stupid enough to 

give you $265 million more, plus regular taxes, plus another SPLOST.

Increase money for a new Doraville area high 

school.

Take the addition money for Chamblee, Dunwoody, and Lakeside 

and build a new high school to pair with Sequoia.

Compressive strategic facilities assessment and 

plan for the entire county by a 3rd party

Educational facilities should not be treated like warehouses for 

children.  It is time for DeKalb County Schools to own up to the fact 

that they do not know how to spend $787 to improve our 

educational system without outside professional help.

Arts school

Henderson Mill elementary renovation.

This school has been active and wonderful contribution to 

community for decades. The STEAM program and Title 1 programs 

are unparalleled in additional the HMES Foundation.

None

None There isn't money.

Monet to fix Hawthorne bathroom and hvac and 

donâ€™t expand lakeside 

None. We must first pay for what was already 

promised. The District should not consider increases at all.

Increase money to find another location for 

another high school in Regions 1 and 2. So that 

there is an additional high school in the 

North/Central area. It can be a converted middle 

school, whatever. Just get it. And some of the high 

schools in the Central/South need love. Stone 

Mountain high school could have some minor 

renovations that would make it look amazing. 

The population in the North/Central is continuing to explode. This 

will not stop. We need redistricting everywhere AND we need to 

build a new high school. This will allow all schools to focus on their 

community and aim for excellence EVERYWHERE. Schools like Stone 

Mountain needs huge renovation, other schools need renovation. 

But we also need to stop busing kids all over the place. 

Nothing Shouldn't
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 5: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the district 

consider increasing? And Why?

Increase Hawthorne elem funding 

See prior comments -Hawthorne facilities are substandard -would 

you want your children or grandchildren attending this school?

Na Na

ALL SAFETY RELATED PROJECTS CHILDREN'S SAFETY SHOULD ALWAYS BE THE OVERALL PRIORITY

From perspective of our area of the system, the 

long-standing promises for Doraville area have 

been ignored, passed over, and ill-conceived 

alternatives related to Cross Keys area have 

dominated the planning decisions for this area.

Peachtree Middle Addition

Dunwoody High School Addition beyond 41 

classrooms Dunwoody needs contingent capacity to avoid 2019 again!

None

AFTER redistricting, look at what needs to be 

renovated to accommodate any schools lacking in 

safety / security

Fully fund the new Cross Keys High School

It is needed, and redirect the funds from Lakeside, Dunwoody, and 

Chamblee into building a large high school that is near the 

Chamblee/Doraville/ Dunwoody area. And if you have found the 

land, make that school even bigger.

None See previous answer

N/A N/A

Security

Security has become a major issue particually with the lack of gun 

control in Georgia
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(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Response Comments

Question 5: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the district 

consider increasing? And Why?

If we're going to build an auditorium for the arts 

school, lets make it big enough to accommodate 

graduations so we can stop having the graduation 

drama we now have every year.  But let's also be 

smart and do it in a way that the District can rent 

the auditorium out and use money to pay down 

the balance of the GO Bonds.  Dedicate the funds 

from rentals of the new auditorium to a paying 

down the balance of GO Bond and future capital 

improvement projects so that no one will worry 

that the rental income will disappear inside central 

office.

A lot of work needs to be done.  I would gradually pay an additional 

$100/year to make sure every student has a seat in every class and 

that every teacher has a place to teach and plan.  But some people 

worry that the additional money will be wasted.

None

There should not be an increase in anything in education.  We spend 

a lot of money now and turn out uneducated kids who can't read or 

do simple arithmetic.

None None

.

None DCSD needs to be disdolved

Should build a new high school and middle school 

in District 1 Middle Schools and High Schools are too big.

None at this time when the budget is tight.

Install sprinklers in all the facilities that don't have 

them.

There is a reason that most public buildings have sprinklers.  Find 

out what it is.

NONE
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Response Comments

Question 5: Which other projects in the E-SPLOST 5 program should the district 

consider increasing? And Why?

The new Cross Keys HS should be at least 2300 

seats. 

I don't think DCSD will ever have a chance to build this many HS 

seats for this low a cost. It's centrally located. I think it's obviously 

wrong not to maximize this property. 

You complain that land is so expensive. Well this is a free 27 acre 

site that is centrally located.

Regardless of whether the High Achiever Magnet is placed there, 

this school should be bigger.

Dunwoody HS Your failure has turned Dunwoody into a trailer park. 
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Response Comments

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

They were already talking about combining the elementary school 

and the high school. A K-12 art school would be good because they 

can share the studios and performance space.

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

3el,2l3.23l23m m,2,4ml2.,3,m2;l4m23l32ml 

k.,23ml42k.3,423l;.,423ml;k.4,m23.4lk,m23m4lk2m3,4mlk23m,.4m
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jwnrj3nmr,ikrjnmwe,rok

Cancel the Arts School Project

Cancel the Arts School Project d

Cancel the Arts School Project We canâ€™t afford it and thatâ€™s poor fiscal management.  

Cancel the Arts School Project Too expensive to  be funded with the current budget shortfall

Cancel the Arts School Project Why not have arts programs at all of the schools? 

Cancel the Arts School Project

Dcsd canâ€™t afford it.  Use the $s to fix existing infrastructure 

needs at schools to serve all.  

Cancel the Arts School Project

Cancel the Arts School Project too little explanation, poor management history, funds are needed 

Cancel the Arts School Project

I envision DeKalb County eventually embracing the 

recommendations of the NYC school advisory committee (i.e., 

auditions will NOT be allowed for Arts School) and, so, why bother? 

If it must be ensured that everyone's outcomes are exactly the 

same, what is the purpose of an Arts School that only the creative 

can attend? Isn't that exclusionary? What about the inclusion of 

those who do not have a predilection for the arts? Why would we 

fund something that can't be used by all? Cancel the Arts School 

Project for the sake of wokeness, social justice, and the ungifted. 

Take a knee in the face of creativity, imagination, and art.

Cancel the Arts School Project

Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?
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Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

The Avondale MS project was approved almost 10 years ago and is 

simply no longer feasible due to the enrollment numbers of DESA 

and DSA as well as the unique needs of an arts school space. A larger 

scale, forward-thinking project that includes a multi-use performing 

arts center could actually become a positive revenue stream for the 

county if rented out to outside groups and other schools. 

Cancel the Arts School Project It is simply too expensive for the limited impact it will have

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m Itâ€™s not critical today.

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m
Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

Cancel the Arts School Project because it is not helping my school kids school

Cancel the Arts School Project

I believe other priorities in the district are more pressing.  As I have 

stated in response to other questions, I believe that facilities 

concerns at home/neighborhood schools should come before 

facilities concerns at magnet/charter schools.  This is due to the 

simple fact that parents have a *choice* whether to send their child 

to a magnet/charter school.  Some parents may not have the choice 

of sending their child to a school other than their 

home/neighborhood school.

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

I prefer it because the current DSA site is in need of urgent 

repairs/renovations.  However, I think that DCSD should also offer 

an option to fund urgent repairs renovations at the current DSA site.  

I imagine that the cost would be less than the $15 M budgeted for 

the Arts School, and would be more likely to be funded.
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Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?

Cancel the Arts School Project

E-Splost focuses on Capital expenditures - I get that, but as a parent 

with one student at DESA and one at DSA, I know that both 

programs are valuable, but also different to their core.  The minor 

renovations and theatre building plans indicated on the architects 

plans for the current DESA site leave the county's highest ranked 

high school severely under-supported. 

In addition, the DESA environment caters to the K-5 grades by virtue 

of the administration's experience.  I already am faced with the 

challenges for students in the middle school grades when they need 

an accelerated/advanced course of study.  The administration is not 

equipped to offer accelerated courses that so many of the current 

Dekalb School of the Arts students enter the program already 

having. 

The county has no model for a K-12 environment to garner best 

practices. 

Cancel the Arts School Project Art specialties can be hosted by existing schools.

Funded in GO Bond at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

 If understand correctly. The hold up seems to be financial. This 

would give more funds. 

Cancel the Arts School Project

We don't need an arts school for grades K-7.  Our middle and high 

schools already do a great job on music, drama, and writing.  DSA is 

already consistently a top scoring school.  

Cancel the Arts School Project Unnecessary!  We already have great programs in existing schools.  

Funded in GO Bond at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

Because the Arts School - while important - serves a small amount of 

the population. The monies should be funded by the bond and not 

any SPLOST funds.

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

Dekalb doesn't have a good arts program. We really need to allow 

some kids to focus on arts and others academics. 

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m Support the arts fully by building a complete school.

Funded in GO Bond at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m
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Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

We have other issues that need to be addressed in our current 

schools that, unfortunately, make a Performing Arts School a luxury 

instead of a necessity.  I know we need to be forward thinking, but 

you also have to fix the current problems before adding any new 

ones.

Cancel the Arts School Project

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

Because DSA has been treated like a red-headed step child of the 

district for years. They deserve to be supported, not jerked around 

again. 

Funded in GO Bond at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m Art programs should be improved at all dekalb schools. 

Cancel the Arts School Project I do not see a community need or desire for the Arts School Project. 

Cancel the Arts School Project

Many schools need Hvac repair, the removal of the tin cans (trailers) 

and build extensions on the schools, and mainly because only a 

select few will have the opportunity to attend. If not a choice for all 

students with provided transportation, its not beneficial.

Cancel the Arts School Project

The money is need more elsewhere and this is not high priority 

considering the quality and needs of other schools. 

Cancel the Arts School Project Do not think that this educational focus is needed.

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

A more centrally located site, able to serve more children, with its 

own dedicated transportation, and a place for the performers to 

perform. 

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

It's a tough choice. But honestly, I don't trust that they'd ever get a 

new building in the next Splost. My trustis gone with the system. So 

I'd rather see them have a great renovation at Avondale MS, maybe 

use this facility for a different high school/other school in the next 

Cancel the Arts School Project Releases money for more important options.

Cancel the Arts School Project

up kids for fluff. I'd rather see a State of the Art Trades Program to 

set. Fund a decent art/ drama/ music program at home schools

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m Defer to later date -more important projects need attention now 

Cancel the Arts School Project There seems to be no clear plan for the school. 
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Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?

Cancel the Arts School Project

As mentioned previously, this is an undertaking for the broader 

educational needs of the district's students are being met, there is a 

healthy budget and reserve, and it can be undertaken with no bond.

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m I do not support the GO bond.

Cancel the Arts School Project

IT IS NOT PRACTICAL FOR THE DISTRICT AT THIS TIME GIVEN OUR 

CURRENT FINANCIAL POSITION.  IN ADDITION, IT DOES NOT APPEAR 

THE SCHOOL HAS OUT -GROWN THEIR CURRENT FACILITIES SO THIS 

IS MORE OF A "NICE TO HAVE PROJECT" VERSUS A MUST HAVE 

PROJECT.

Cancel the Arts School Project

Didnâ€™t you create a new space for them just a few years ago? 

Lakeside is extremely overcrowded and falling apart.

Cancel the Arts School Project

While supporting the general idea of the Arts School, the need for 

substantial basic improvements throughout the system should 

outweigh the desire to expand into this program.

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

Honestly, you haven't given us enough information to make these 

decisions. I would hope that a larger facility might be cost-shared 

with Dekalb County and make income through facility rentals, but I 

have no idea if that is what would be planned.

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m

$70mil for a new Arts School is not realistic and probably will never 

happen

Cancel the Arts School Project

Spend money to complete all outstanding work orders in current 

schools. 

Cancel the Arts School Project

Consider building the arts school within a new perimeter area high 

school rather than renovate an entire site for 300 students.

Cancel the Arts School Project

While I believe that the arts are beneficial, they serve the smallest 

percentage of students. What needs to be looked at when in a 

financial crunch is what best serves the greatest number of children. 

This does not do that. 

Funded in GO Bond at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m I think it is a worthy project but one that can be delayed.

Cancel the Arts School Project

Cancel the Arts School Project Funding vs. need
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Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

15M will not come close to making the necessary improvements the 

Arts School needs.  If a new facility could be created with a 

performing arts center it could be generate income for the county.

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m The voters can decide if this is a worthy expense. 

Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site 

with a larger facility to include a Performing Arts 

Center for greater than $70m

Because none of you know ANYTHING about your current arts 

program.  Because you have ignored the fact that DSA has been the 

highest ranked school from Dekalb, that it was a national treasure 

and you idiots have ignored it.  Just go look at the awful f...... 

condition it is in! No member of the current school system should 

have a say, you should all be arrested.  I know because Iâ€™m my 

daughter is a sophomore at DSA, you should all be ashamed you 

f......  idiots.

Cancel the Arts School Project

There are more economical ways to handle the deficiencies with the 

School of the Arts. The funds allocated for that project would better 

serve MORE students by improving the quality of overall education 

throughout Dekalb rather than just adding new buildings 

Cancel the Arts School Project

There are too many maintenance issues across the district to be 

concerned about spenidng money at the Arts School.

Funded in GO Bond at the Avondale MS site for 

$15 m
Funded in the next E-SPLOST at a different site with a 

larger facility to include a Performing Arts Center for 

greater than $70m

We need a big auditorium.  This is something that can wait until the next 

ESPLOST in order to get it right.  The children needed classrooms cannot.

Cancel the Arts School Project

This is something students can pursue on their own without county 

assistance.

Cancel the Arts School Project

There is just no need for this. As nice as it sounds, there are students in 

DCSD who are homeless, hungry, and who live in poverty. Let's make sure 

all students have basic necessities FIRST.

Cancel the Arts School Project It would be great, but it just doesn't seem that the money is there.

Cancel the Arts School Project DCSD needs to be dissolved

Cancel the Arts School Project I want arts emphasized at all high schools and not a special arts school.

Funded in E-SPLOST 5 at the Avondale MS site for $15 

m I oppose go-bond funding for this project.

Cancel the Arts School Project Current spending needs to be under control. 
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Response Comments

Question 6: Which option for the Arts School do you prefer? And Why?

Cancel the Arts School Project

We can't afford an Arts school. The Arts School parents that I have heard 

speak passionately on this subject say that a K-12 Arts School isn't a good 

choice.

I note that surrounding metro districts don't have an Arts school.  Theatre 

programs at their regular high schools consistently win awards. Why can't 

DCSD have that model?

Until we have fixed the regular schools I don't see that it's fair to spend 

our scarce resources on a tiny DESA/DSA population.

By contrast, the High Achiever Magnet and IB programs do not require 

expensive specialized spaces and equipment. This is what we can afford.

Cancel the Arts School Project
Cancel the Arts School Project
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Alleviates Overcrowding
Frees up seats at chs and eliminates need for 

another expansion.  Draws more students to new 

ckhs.  

Eliminates one thing dcsd is succeeding at.  

Should add the magnet to a new doraville hs and build that instead 

of adding onto ckhs 

NONE

Destruction of an established program which has flourished at it's 

current location and makes Chamblee Hiigh School a standout 

school. 

I don't really care where this magnet school is. It 

seems like all schools should have programs for 

gifted children. If it saves that much money, it 

probably should move. Parents in Chamblee and Dunwoody will be upset.

Saves capacity in overcrowded north side of region 

1.  

Ckhs would need a bigger rebuild? 

no pros

I DONâ€™T KNOW. YOU TELL ME.

I DONâ€™T KNOW. YOU TELL ME. HOW AM I EQUIPPED TO EVEN 

ANSWER THIS QUESTION???

None

Is there an actual magnet that you think you are moving? What do 

you think constitutes a magnet program? What you are proposing is 

closing a magnet program that has proven to work and starting a 

new one that is unproven. Are you moving all of the teachers and 

students from CCHS to CKHS? I doubt that very much, so what you 

are proposing is to close a successful program and start a new one 

without the resources that make the current one successful. You 

cannot be taken seriously. 

Savings None

none none

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 
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Pros Cons

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

'- Can be incorporated into a yet-to-be-completed 

new building project, rather than requiring an 

addition that would not otherwise be needed

- Will attract high-performing students (and 

engaged parents) to Cross Keys, which is a lower 

performing school than Chamblee

- New location will be (somewhat) more 

centralized; more "fair" and "equitable" than the 

current arrangement

'- Temporary disruption as the program relocates

- Not really a con, more of a "neutral" but -- Some students will opt 

not to continue with the program if it relocates (however this will be 

off-set by new students joining the program who wouldn't have 

attended at the Chamblee location)

The only pros I can see is that the Cross Keys HS 

facility is underutilized and offers the greatest 

potential for physical growth of the program.

The magnet program can't simply be moved.  Many parents (and 

possibly teachers) will not follow and another of Dekalb County's 

strongest programs will be weakened by the move.

Moves population out of a charter school. None

Moving the magnet program will free up seats at 

Chamblee and eliminate the need to build an 

expensive, disruptive addition.

Traffic is awful on DruidHills Road and is only gong to get worse.  It 

was stupid for the school district to recommend moving cross keys 

to the old Briarcliff site and the BOE should be ashamed to have 

voted for it.  Dunwoody kids in the magnet probably won't continue 

if the program is moved to cross keys, so they will make 

theovercrowding atDunwoodyworse when. They return to their 

homeschool.
Avoid an expensive addition that will ruin the 

campus

The magnet needs to move to an existing school with empty seats, 

not the new CKHS.

No need to expand Chamblee HS

There is no way to remove the Magnet without disrupting the the 

overall school educational program.

NONE

NONE - Move it to the existing Cross Keys HS and improve the 

existing school.

Good location, might remove need for expansion 

at chamblee

More space as Chamblee is overcrowded now.

The program will shrink as many parents will balk at moving their 

kids to what is perceived as a Hispanic school.

No pros.

CCHS is a central location for the county high-achievers magnet 

program. This school has served this program for years.
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Pros Cons

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

DO NOT MOVE IT TO ANOTHER SCHOOL!  Send 

these kids back to the local schools and have 

Magnet Programs within those local schools!!!!!  

Spread out these teachers with these certifications 

so that they can actually influence all Magnet kids 

instead of the ones who happened to WIN the 

Lottery!  Makes these teachers with these 

credentials a designated class in the local school so 

that other teachers will want to put in the effort to 

get these certifications. 

DeKalb will not give these teachers the support they need to 

succeed in the local schools

Why aren't you telling stakeholders? Why aren't you telling stakeholders?

Chamblee is too crowded

The only pro I can think of is that it helps resolve 

an overcrowding problem that was foreseeable, 

and at great cost.

Disrupts a successful program, disrupts families and teachers in the 

area, essentially eliminates the Chamblee magnet program and 

establishes a new one that is likely to be less successful.

Spend money on helping all of dekalb county 

students become high achievers One child deprived and left behind is one too many

Reduced cost of overall project. Could lose students due to distance.

None

Severe disruption of educational quality and significant increase of 

strain on commute

no idea

More centrally located, frees up some space at 

Chamblee HS. Could have even better options for 

Magnet students.

The Chamblee area will be very angry. That's about it. It's not like 

the curriculum should change at Chamblee HS. We need to rethink 

what the magnet program looks like anyway. It needs to be 

extremely advanced, like some of the math and science magnets, or 

health science magnets, or other highly accelerated magnets. 

Frees up $21.5m

Change is disruptive but Cross Keys is relatively close to Chamblee 

and these students are used to traveling outside their district ed 

school.
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Pros Cons

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

Pro- Get it out of Chamblee and you have seats to 

use for Chamblee, Dunwoody, LHS zones (although 

no one wants to touch redistricting with a 10" 

pole) Why we have an exclusive schools at all 

floors me. There is room for high achievement in 

every Elementary, Middle and especially High 

School and if there isn't there lies the overall 

problem. Focus on great schools in every 

community. I don't think the program should exist at all.

N/a N/aBrings the Magnet program a little more centrally 

locates so better access for more students. 

Frees up money for Hawthorne to receive their 

I see no pros to this option. It appears to be band-

aid that would be insufficient in covering the 

gaping wound that is the consequence of the 

district's prior lack of adequate funding and 

support for Zone 1 and Zone 2 schools.

Doing would likely result in the loss of substantial numbers of High 

Achiever faculty the district likely will not be able to replace. The 

optic would be that the district is (as stated above) attempting to 

band-aid a problem of its own making at the expense of its 

constituents.

I would base this decision entirely on enrollment 

expectations and overcrowding, But donâ€™t 

understand why it needs to be kept in 

overcrowded northern county schools.Keep in 

mind that the program increases the advantages 

for all students wherever it is based.

Why are only options to keep it in overcrowded northern county 

schools.

NONE - WHY CAN'T BOTH SCHOOLS HAVE A HA-

PROGRAM? SEE COMMENT ABOVE

i see none

Losing the momentum of the program - losing teachers at CCHS - 

losing accelerated courses at CCHS - changing the rules of the game 

midstream for a lot of families that commute.  We are in district for 

CCHS and would not make the move.  traffic. Traffic. Traffic. North Druid Hills is a traffic 

nightmare, which will get worse as Childrenâ€™s 

expands. Putting 2000 choice students who do not 

live nearby and all have to drive or be driven is a 

There are no pros.

The new Cross Keys HS site has been a mistake  from the beginning.  

The Chamblee Charter HS  has been one of most successful in the 

system.  Removing the magnet program will compromise the quality 

of this school.  
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Pros Cons

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

There are NO pros

It is an established program at Chamblee. The students can easily 

transition from Chamblee Middle School to the HS. There is a sense 

of continuity by keeping it at Chamblee. It should stay there. 

Dunwoody will gain capacity mad Dunwoody and Chamblee parents

Helps to right size the schools

more space at Chamblee

those in the magnet program have further to drive (but if you are 

choosing to be in the magnet program then you choose to 

commute)Increases diversity at Cross-Keys. Balances the 

finances between the wealthier North Dekalb 

schools and cross keys, and decreases the 

overcrowding at Chamblee. You'll have to listen to entitled parents complain.
HAM will be in a new building. Possibly make any 

redistricting more palatable to families. Relieve 

overcrowding at Chamblee. Traffic in the area of proposed new Cross Keys HS would be terrible. 

None

None.  

It cannot be "moved" as it is materially integrated with and 

supported by the CCHS infrastructure and local participation.  And it 

is the only magnet available in Region 1.  Any attempt to move it 

would destroy it and reduce class choices available to all students at 

CCHS.  
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Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

None. 

This is typical of the DCSD:  present an 

â€œoptionâ€• that is not only not feasible, but is 

downright harmful. And use it as a stalking horse 

to distract from the DCSDâ€™s own failures. 

LEAVE THE MAGNET PROGRAM ALONE. 

At the risk of stating the obvious, the 

â€œprogramâ€� cannot simply be â€œmoved.â€� 

The teachers are not merely â€œmagnetâ€• 

teachers, they are Chamblee teachers. They 

cannot simply be replicated in a new facility. Nor 

can the institutions, tradition of excellence, or 

countless other important aspects of the program. 

They are not, as you so frequently do, be treated 

as fungible. (Look it up, its a word you should 

know). You treat the magnet program at CCHS as 

political yo-yo. Dangling itâ€™s survival every time 

you have a political problem. The fact it, the 

magnet program is one of the few things that 

works in your wretched district- yet you constantly 

put its survival/success in jeopardy with your 

constant efforts to â€œmove itâ€� or â€œcombine 

itâ€•. The only thing you can do to improve the 

magnet program at CCHS is leave it alone. Why, I 

You would destroy the only thing in your school district that works. 

LEAVE THE CCHS MAGNET PROGRAM ALONE!

CK has always had sub par sports teams, Magnet 

will not dilute the athletic talent 

Brookhaven has no other public HS

May improve the overall CK reputation

There will be a wide divide between the resident 

attendees and magnet attendees

The neighborhood cannot tolerate the  additional traffic   

Chamblee has the best physical campus, designed for its current 

student population 

CK land is too valuable to be owned by government

Possibility of reducing commutes for students who 

aren't close to either magnet high school.

'-Disrupting the teaching environment at one of the most successful 

schools in the County on the assumption that if you move the 

program, the educational environment will move with it.  

-Possibility of increasing commutes for those students who are 

currently close to Chamblee.  

None

Less opportunities for the Magnet Students as far as extracurricular 

activities and course selection. It could also severely impact the 

teachers

Frees up space at Chamblee.  Makes the program 

more convenient to more students. None.
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Pros Cons

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

New facility may be better equipped.

Moves are difficult, turnover may occur so program may need to be 

rebuilt

Potential for more seats to open at other high 

schools More traffic to our area 
More centrally located.  Not displacing 

neighborhood children at over crowded school.  

Will increase test scores at school  that has been 

neglected in the past.  Pairs well with other 

programs already offered at Cross Keys.  Easier 

access for buses that shuttle kids from different 

places in DeKalb and for parents to get to the 

school.

Change is hard.  An alternative would be to eliminate the magnet 

program in high school.  After 8th grade, magnet kids return to their 

home schools.  This would be hard for some kids but presumably, 

there would be multiple magnet kids returning to each high school 

so they wouldn't be alone.

None It will cost money

This is a GREAT idea. I know people in the area will 

be upset, but this is what happens when one lives 

in a very crowded metropolitan area. People will gripe but they will get over it.

Cheaper and I think many students would follow 

the move

Some students would choose to remain at CCHS rather than follow 

the magnet, or they may opt for private school.  A loss of high 

achievers to private schools would be a loss for the district.

None This is the only school worth a damn in all of dscd
Magnet program needs to be eliminated in favor 

of improving programs for high achievers at all 

schools. My son is in the gifted program at DES but 

I do not see the need for him to attend Kittridge or 

Chamblee.

Cost-effective for the school district.

Possible traffic problem at the Cross Keys HS site. The program may 

lose some teachers and staffs due to their unwillingness to move.  

(no answer) (no answer)

None
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Pros Cons

Question 7: If it will reduce cost, the District should moved the High-Achievers Magnet 

Program currently at Chamblee Charter High School to the new 

Cross Keys High School rather than building the planned addition at Chamblee Charter 

High School. 

There are none!

1) The Magnet program at CCHS is successful. "Moving" it to 

another location is no guarantee of academic success.

2) Moving the High Achievers Magnet program to Cross Keys is no 
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Answer Comments

No Go Bond

$222m GO Bond program 

including 4 new elementary 

schools
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No Go Bond

More money will not fix the problems if you continue to waste the 

money

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

No Go Bond

Spend within your budget, do a financial audit, hire a construction 

company ala Gwinnett, no new taxes.  Hire a better cfo and cut the 

current budget of unnessary jobs.  Redistrict the occupy the open 

seats in county, maximiaze $13 million in state subsidies and close 

under capacity locations to save $s.  Sell existing dcsd properties.  

No Go Bond

Mismanagement and lack of accountability of previous eSplost 

dollars. There should be a long term strategic plan for Dekalb 

schools expansion projects with accurate projections of student 

enrollment. 

Raising taxes all the time is simply unacceptable. Dekalb has a huge 

credibility problem and unless steps are taken to address this, no 

taxpayer will agree to anything dekalb proposes

No Go Bond

You can't maintain the facilities you already have. I do not support a 

bond for you to build more facilities you won't take care of.

No Go Bond

No tax increase.   Live within $1 billion budget by cutting regional 

managerial staff, redistricting instead of expansions, and consolidate 

under capacity schools. Maximaize state aid and supports. 

No Go Bond

No Go Bond

lack of explanation and transparency; lack of leadership and fiscal 

management

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?
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Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

I have lost total confidence in DCSD to spend my money wisely. The 

district needs to clean up its act, hire strong, competent leadership, 

have that person clean house and address the financial control 

concerns that were uncovered in the last state audit, show the 

community how their money was spent in the last eSPLOST, and 

show plans for addressing major issues like overcrowding and major 

disrepair throughout the district. 

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

I'm willing to consider covering the overage in the budget--as I 

understand it about $100. not at all clear why we should spend $250 

to fix a $100 problem. 

Since there were no projects promised by ESPOST 5 was approved, 

there is little reason for the system to be spending more than it 

raises. Voting "no" on a GO bond is a very close second in my mind 

to $100. The higher amounts are, for me, out of the question.

No Go Bond

Because over the past 20 years, the DeKalb County School District 

has demonstrated that they do not spend taxpayer money wisely. 

DCSD lost accreditation at one point because the school board was 

dysfunctional. A series of superintendents have proven to be utter 

failures. The school board spends proposes to spend $102 million on 

a new high school when Gwinnett County can build a new high 

school for a third of that figure. DeKalb County School District 

cannot be trusted to spend the money wisely and, so, I will not vote 

"yes" for anymore $$ for the District until the District proves they 

can be trusted to spend money wisely. I don't see that happening 

anytime soon, so enjoy not spending additional taxpayer funds!

No Go Bond

Need to work with the money DeKalb already has - right-size school 

enrollments to existing buildings, stop wasting millions of dollars on 

trailers, and utilize the thousands of empty seats in central and 

south DeKalb schools to take advantage of $13 M in state 

reimbursements that DCSD is leaving on the table.

No Go Bond I don't think it will pass.
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Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

Because I voted for esplost I will not support additional bonds. The 

whole point was to have sales tax support the school rather than 

ever increasing property tax. This is a management of funds 

problem that we have come to expect from dekalb

$222m GO Bond program 

including 4 new elementary 

schools Good compromise 

No Go Bond why pay for bad service 

No Go Bond

(1) While I support additional money for facilities.  

(2) While I understand that DCSD is operating "in a hole" when it 

comes to keeping up with current school maintenance needs.  

(3) While I understand that it is often cheaper to build new and build 

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

It is more likely to pass as voters don't have much appetite for 

increased taxes, especially while looking at the upcoming leadership 

change in DCSD.

No Go Bond

The delays in the e-splost projects do not give me confidence that 

the county is handling the money well.  I need to see positive results 

before I am open to funding more through tax dollars.

$265m GO Bond program 

including 5 new elementary 

schools Lakeside needs to remove trailers.

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5 DSA students deserve better now. 

No Go Bond

Citizens cannot afford to commit to 15 years of increased property 

taxes, especially going into the next recession.  We have lost faith in 

the school system's ability to assess needs, plan strategically, and 

operate using standard honest financial practices.  The central office 

at the school system is a disaster: lame duck superintendent, most 

of the cabinet filled with interim staff, no real strategic plan for 

facilities, neglected facilities across the district, 6,000 empty seats in 

south DeKalb and too few seats in north DeKalb, disrespected 

experienced teachers leaving the profession, leaving $13 million in 

state reimbursements on the table because you're too afraid to 

redistrict, spending money unnecessarily on new elementary 

schools instead of fixing the old ones, questionable accounting 

practices, disappointing audits, etc...  $2Billion on splost projects in 

the wrong places.  We have lost all confidence in you.
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Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

I have no confidence in the school districtâ€™s accounting practices 

or ability to spend money wisely in the best interests of our 

students.  You have already squandered the better part of $2 

BILLION in SPLOST funds.

No Go Bond

DCSD has proven they cannot manage the SPLOST $$ and they 

should not be give more to mismanage!

No Go Bond

We don't need more schools. We need to consolidate to better the 

system.

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

We don't need to add more schools. We need to improve and invest 

in the ones we have.
$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

$265m GO Bond program 

including 5 new elementary 

schools

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5 Y'all need to stop and assess once 4 and 5 are complete.

No Go Bond

Let's finish the projects that are underway but do not start anything 

new.  Costs have escalated but so has mismanagement.
$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5 solve current urgent issue first

No Go Bond

I still don't understand how the projects budgeted for in previous 

splost are not completed because the money for them is no longer 

there.  I need a clearer accounting of money before I vote to give 

you more money.  

No Go Bond

Living in unincorporated Dekalb, we are already subject to 

increasing property taxes to replace income lost to cityhood 

measures.  The E-SPLOST funds need to be managed to cover the 

necessary updates.

No Go Bond

Because the administration has not explained how the projects were 

chosen. 

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5
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Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

Concern that once collected, the money would be misappropriated, 

misspent, or "lost" due to "rising cost" of other things. I want 

Hawthorne ES to be renovated, as was promised in E-SPLOST 3, 4 

and 5. However I have no faith that adding a GO bond would achieve 

that.

No Go Bond See all other responses

$222m GO Bond program 

including 4 new elementary 

schools

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

Larger budget gives much more opportunity for waste and 

mismanagement.

$222m GO Bond program 

including 4 new elementary 

schools Compromise solution

No Go Bond

I am not fully trusting of the system at this time. I would vote for a 

GO Bond if I knew the district would return to the drawing board 

and do the hard work of really taking this sytem into a better future. 

I do not have that faith right now. 

No Go Bond Try to be fiscally prudent with the funds you have avaialble

No Go Bond

I've lived in DeKalb for close to 40 years, a homeowner for 30+, 3 

kids in the system (2 still in) I feel like DCSD just does not have its act 

together. I've seen my Elementary School decline due to poor 

management (poor hires at the administrative level in particular). 

I've seen loss of the brightest kids, the most affluent and educated 

parents leaving as they work the system to get the best for their kids 

while the neighborhood schools drop. 

I'm not impressed with what you all do with my money. 

No Go Bond

Have already demonstrated fiscal irresponsibility-do not want to 

give you more money and do not want to increase our property 

taxes 

No Go Bond

Because the money has been mismanaged and giving more to the 

county does t seem like a good idea. Plus Hawthorne wonâ€™t 

receive money through the GO bond. 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

The district has not demonstrated fiscal responsibility. Throwing 

more money at the district will not be effective until the district 

acknowledges and addresses its poor track record of managing its 

finances and using them in a manner to benefit all of the district's 

constituents.

No Go Bond

Our current schools Do not have maintenance and improvements 

that they need for their regular lifespan. I would much rather see 

the current properties maintained responsibly.

No Go Bond

NEED BETTER INFORMATION ON "WHY" WE ARE SO FAR OFF THE 

MARK IN TERMS OF COST OVERRUNS BEFORE I FEEL COMFROTABLE 

APPROVING ANY ADDITIONAL FUNDS

No Go Bond

You are irresponsible with money. Until you have an independent 

auditor examine the school systemâ€™s jobs, pay scales, and 

procurement practices and provide all the findings to parents, you 

cannot be trusted.

No Go Bond

Adminstration has done a poor job in budgeting and funds allocation 

for the existing splost program.  Am not in favor of mortgaging 

additional millions of dollars to an administration that in my view 

does not listen, does not plan or budget well, and continues to press 

forward with highly questionable decisions.

No Go Bond

No GO Bond until there is more transparency about why so much 

money has not covered the planned projects. There is not enough 

information about everything, and frankly, I don't really trust the 

School District to implement and utilize the funds, based on past 

experience.
$265m GO Bond program 

including 5 new elementary 

schools

We need more schools but also middle schools â€” Peachtree And 

Chamblee are not enough
$265m GO Bond program 

including 5 new elementary 

schools

We need new schools, but most important, we need DCSD to clearly 

show parents it is responsible with the additional tax revenue.

No Go Bond

No more increase funding until DCSD demonstrates more fiscal 

responsibility. 

No Go Bond

It has been shown time and again that money cannot be used wisely 

on these type of things.  No money until you 1. can show you are 

managing it better and 2. you redistrict to ease overcrowding in 

other areas
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

The county has not shown a track record of effectively managing 

funds.  In addition, the focus group I attended showed the majority 

of stakeholders were interested in a new perimeter area high school 

which is not even being consider as an option.

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

I am uncertain about the ripple effect of the elementary schools. 

What I see as the real problem is the crunch in the middle and high 

schools, and none of these additional funds address these problems. 

$222m GO Bond program 

including 4 new elementary 

schools

If it isn't certain which of 3 elementary schools will be replaces then 

it shouldn't be a part of the GO Bond.

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

Because system needs to put in better management before getting 

any more bond money

No Go Bond Inability of Dekalb County to control costs

No Go Bond Because of DCSD's inability to manage existing funds.  

No Go Bond Because you are idiots who cannot be trusted with one more penny. 

No Go Bond

Because DeKalb County needs to be accountable for where the 

eSPLOST funds from IV and V have gone. It's absurd to request tax 

payers to fund a GO Bond when the county hasn't been accountable 

for the other funds.  
No Go Bond See 1st answer

No Go Bond

Because everyone hates you dekalb county, no one trusts you, you are the 

worst of humanity.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

The main reason we are submitting this survye is this question.  The 

School Board has not made a compelling case to support the bond. We 

are against the GO Bond for these reasons:

-No compelling explanation why we need more schools when our current 

schools are underpopulated, costing the County $40M in lost state 

funding, except in those areas where the schools are full, such as 

Doraville.  Simply building more schools hasn't been justified.

-No strategic plan that has been communicated to voters in a meaningful 

way.  The public information session we attended was not helpful.  We 

were informed of tactical choices that beg the question of whether and 

how the Board has an overall plan for the development of our schools. 

We have no confidence that taxpayer dollars would be wisely spent.

-Leadership change.  Committing to a multi-year bond on the advent of 

the departure of our superintendent makes little sense to us.  This issue 

should be tabled until we have a new leader, to make sure that this plan 

has the full support of the new superintendent.  

We and our neighbors will all vote no if the Bond goes to referendum.  

There is no debate at all in our neighborhood about this.  

No Go Bond

Dekalb can sell the empty buildings and land they have as a means to 

generate the needed revenue 

No Go Bond We should redistrict first.

$100m GO Bond program only to 

complete E-SPLOST 4 & 5

We do not want the Lakeside HS addition and would prefer completion of 

the E-SPLOST 4 and 5 as originally proposed 

Completion of Oak Grove security and restroom renovations as well 

$265m GO Bond program including 5 

new elementary schools For me, I'm willing to pay the extra money.

No Go Bond

We spend too much money now on education and this would add more of 

an already uneven burden to property owners.

No Go Bond

Until DCSD gets an audit with no Material Weaknesses and no Significant 

deficiencies, I will not vote for this. I am open to it if they get their 

financial house in order.

It is 9/16/19 and the 2018 financials were due to the auditors on 

12/31/18...and DCSD STILL hasn't turned them in.
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

No Go Bond

The taxpayers have already agreed to an increased burden and the 

taxpayers have not been provided an explanation of why the E-SPLOST 

projects are so far over budget.  I think to ask for the GO Bond as well is 

unfair to taxpayers.

No Go Bond DCSD needs to be dissolved

No Go Bond

DCSD should get no new money until it can prove it has its financial house 

in order.

No Go Bond

I do not trust Dekalb County School District being able to managing the 

fund properly, especially during a time when the current superintendent 

is not going to stay in his position. 

No Go Bond

The bond would obligate DeKalb County taxpayers to pay as much as 

$80,795,125 just in INTEREST over the period of the bond--not a cent of 

which would benefit any DeKalb students!  Approving a GO bond at this 

time would simply perpetuate and expand the financial waste and 

inefficiency that have plagued the school district.  Until a neutral third 

party conducts a forensic audit and an outside expert can develop an 

informed, authentic, comprehensive strategic plan for facilities, one 

cannot justify the burden of new property taxes for a GO bond.  

Furthermore, this extra tax burden could hit many citizens hard when the 

next recession arrives.  

No Go Bond Current spending needs to be brought under control. 
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E-SPLOST BUDGET ISSUES - ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

(08/28/2019 - 09/17/2019)

Answer Comments

Question 8: Which GO Bond option do you prefer? And Why?

No Go Bond

The District has not handled the $561M E-SPLOST-V projects well. For over 

a year the monthly project reports had NO estimated cost figures. There 

was no insight into whether a project was $1 over budget or $10M over 

budget.

This is unconscionable, especially after FOUR PREVIOUS E-SPLOST 

programs and paying a handsome salary to a project management firm.

There must be consequences to poor management.

PLUS, DCSD has made no attempt to show why their cost estimation is 

and will be better.

DCSD has made no attempt to show why their enrollment forecasting is 

and will be better.

DCSD has made no attemtp to show why their project management is and 

will be better.

In fact, just the opposite. Mr. Drake's July 8 presentation told how other 

districts manage their E-SPLOST project lists and the conservative cost 

projects and project management styles.

Yet none of those factors is evident in the revised E-SPLOST project list or 

the GO Bond projects. What's the point of telling us the 'best practices' 

that other districts use when there is no intent to put these 'best 

practices' into place?

No Go Bond You donâ€™t deserve my tax dollars
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